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Abstract. This paper proposes a physical toolkit and a flexible software
framework to simplify the design and exploration of interactive systems for
multiple users, devices, and applications in a smart environment. The toolkit,
called Elastic-Room, was designed as an infrastructure for interaction design,
in which each device is a component that works collaboratively in the smart
environment. The supporting software framework includes a dynamically
reconfigurable intermediary which simplify the mapping of each device and
also use simple protocol to broadcast information to each device. Finally, we
demonstrate the Elastic-Room architecture by providing some implemented
examples, which are organized in a prototype space of ubiquitous computing full
of interactive components.
Keywords: Ubiquitous computing; tangible user interfaces, smart environments,
interactive design.

Introduction
Traditional definition of architecture has been greatly extended nowadays. Because of the advancement
of information and communication technologies
and the demand for better living quality, people’s
interests on smart environments is also increasing.
Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) technologies for
off-the-desktop interaction applications have been
extensively studied for many years (Abowd and
Mynatt, 2000). While the mouse and the keyboard
have emerged as the predominant input devices,
user input in ubicomp environments presents a different set of challenges. A desktop environment is
operated by one user using, one set of control devices and events shown on screen. While an ubicomp

environment is operable by multiple users, numerous sets of devices and ambient events. Ubicomp
environment includes physical-digital interactive
interfaces, sensing and perceptual technologies,
application and service controls, and human and
environmental adaptations (Jeng, 2004). These issues make the design of smart environmental much
more complex and difficult. Most smart environments are enhanced by keep adding more smart
objects into the space, which is not always the best
approach considering the ever-increasing cost and
maintenance efforts; not to mention the entangled
complexity these objects may cause to prevent the
system from working properly. In some smart environments, interactive components were designed
for specific purposes without proper flexibility. It is
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Figure 1
The ubicomp interface is composed of connected devices
between human and space

not only difficult to fit these objects into systems
that they are not designed for, but also radically increases the cost of development.
According to the existing issues mentioned
above, the motivation for this research is to challenge the question: How can we alter or enhance a
function of a smart environment by manipulating
interactive components with ease, if not effortless.
Hence our process for this paper is twofold: (1) to
find out relationships among controlling objects in
a system, such as dependencies, enclosures, and interconnectivities; and (2) to implement a prototype
system to demonstrate how the function of an environment can be changed by simply modify basic
objects. The main goal of this research is to propose
a physical rapid prototyping toolkit for interactive
environments—Elastic Room.
The ‘Elastic-Room’ toolkit is to support prototyping of the interactive system in a smart environment, using easy-to-assemble interactive objects as
the building blocks. The toolkit is a set of objects (or
units) and each object is a functional device with a
number of I/O, sensors and parts, for instance, photocells, analog buttons, LED matrix display, servo
actuator etc. Each object performs minimal function
and when objects are composed together they work
as a system. The process of assembling objects is very
similar to toy bricks and flow-controlled programming. This framework allows designers and researchers to quickly prototype physical user interfaces and
conduct experiments in a smart environment for different contexts.
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Related works
Ishii and Ulmer’s (2000) innovative work on Tangible
interfaces used physical props for users to interact
with computers. Their ‘phicons’ (physical icons) were
often specialized for particular application, and did
not provide a generic model or toolkit for building
other physical interfaces.
Phidgets (Greenberg and Fitchett, 2001) and
iStuff (Ballagas et al. 2003) both represent general
toolkits of physical user interface component. Both
Phidgets and iStuff provide a set of physical components that can be used to build more complex
physical interfaces, and they each provide a software
interface that allows developers to integrate the
components into their applications.
The reacTable (Kaltenbrunner, 2006) is a novel
multi-user electro-acoustic musical instrument with
a tabletop tangible user interface. Several simultaneous performers share complete control over
the instrument by moving physical artifacts on the
table surface while constructing different audio topologies in a kind of tangible modular synthesizer or
graspable flow-controlled programming language.

Interaction Control Processes
The ubicomp environment can be thought as a set of
connected interactive objects between human and
space (Figure 1). Interactions in such an environment
more implicit then traditional interactive systems,
which is less command-based controls and more

natural-and-passive interaction by means of motion, handwriting, and speech. As computers vanish
by been embedded into the environment, humancomputer interaction becomes closer to the way that
how human interact with the physical environment.
In an ubicomp environment, different scenarios may
involve various digital techniques and means of representation. Through the multiplex combinations of
sensors, display, actuator, and logical units form infinite potential applications. Based on the study of
related works and our experience in various design
projects, we analyzed the processes and relationships between interactive objects by using Fox’s 6
general types of control (Fox, 2001). Outlined below
are five general types of control:
a. Direct Control: In this system, the response of
environment is directly influenced by the effect
without environment factors (Figure 2). We classify the light switch buttons, electric fans, lamp
etc. that work independent as this type, and classify this type as one of single out object building
blocks in next section.

b. In-Direct Control: In this system, the responsive
statue is indirectly via a sensor feedback. The
basic system for control starts when an external
change captured by a sensor, and the sensor
passes the message to an output control device.
This control device decides the output state or
degree via the passed message. The In-direct
control is the usual basic self-controlled response
in interactive design practices, like temperaturesense lamp or motion-control window (Figure 3).
We classify our single input object as the sensors
and single output objects as the output devices
for this type.
c. Adaptive In-Direct Control: This system is almost the same as in-direct control system, but
the control device may need to make decisions
based on inputs from numerous sensors and
then send the message to the output device. We
often use the microcontroller as the computing
unit (Figure 4). This type needs the multiple environment factor sources for computing parameters as the basic smart environment may need

Figure 2
Diagram of Direct Control

Figure 3
Diagram of In-Direct Control

Figure 4
Diagram of Adaptive InDirect Control
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Figure 5
Diagram of Ubiquitous
Adaptive In-Direct Control

the changes of temperature, light, CO2, etc. to
decide if opening the window. Therefore, we
need to add the main computing units and the
multiple input objects for arrange more different
input sources.
d. Ubiquitous Adaptive In-Direct Control: The result
of this system is a group of sensors, parts and actuators that work together. The computing unit
needs to preload certain logics and parameters
to determine which output device to react and
how to react (Figure 5). For this system, we also
need the multiple output control objects let
these output device with more different variations.
e. Interconnected In-Direct Control: This is the last
and the most complex one, each computing unit
can communicate with each other. Hence, we
can disperse the input and output devices, and it
is not only each device is self-adjusting, but also
connect an inner network-system. We can even
connect the desktop computing unit together

to enhance the processing power and providing
richer functions, like database, joystick, projector, etc. This kind of system is feasible for most
interaction applications, however, compare to
previous ones, the complexity of this system and
the cost of development is relatively high (Figure
6).

Design and Implementation
According to the types of control concluded above
the general electric elements and types, we need
to design a group of objects as the building blocks
as the building blocks. They can be classified into 6
categories:
• ‘Single input objects’: include the basic sensor
device, i.e. photocell, Piezo sensor, analog button, touch and flex sensor, etc. Those elements
transfer environmental inputs as voltage changes.
• ‘Multiple inputs objects’: handle various inputs
Figure 6
Diagram of Interconnected
In-Direct Control
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then arrange these signals for serial data output.
• ‘MCU’: also called microcontroller, is used for
logical control and data communication with
computer or internal objects.
• ‘Multiple outputs objects’: arrange the input
data and control several outputs.
• ‘Single output objects’: are the display elements
and actuators like LED, light blub, DC motor, servo, stepper motor, power switch, etc.
• ‘Miscellaneous objects’: are added for making the
toolkit more complete, which is not included in
previous 5 types, for advanced control and sensing where extra program and or special setting
are needed. Such objects include the IR receive/
sender, wireless module, iPod remote…etc.
In order to retain simplicity and convenience when
assembling objects into a system, we limit the ways
that how each object connects with others (Table
1).

Components
Every interactive space is a unique system, and it is
impractical to conclude a generalized solution to fit
in all projects. However there are parts in an interactive system that is reusable to reduce the total cost of
implementation. Therefore, we focus on the reusability and extensibility of our interactive components.
The current version of Elastic-Room toolkit is a set of
7-cm cubes as the single input/output units and 12cm cubes as multiple input/output and MCU. Design
the components by the following requirements.
• Reconfigurable design. While users may use our
predetermined devices (units or cubes) listed in
Table-1 to fulfill certain needs, each device can be
easily reconfigured by changing its internal parts
and electric circuit. The cube can be stacked together, much like the Lego bricks (Figure 7).
• Ease of wire connection. The ease of component
replacement is important. We use two types of
wire to distinguish two kinds of message trans-

Table 1
The limited way of each object connection
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Figure 7
Left: The single input component with photocell sensor.
Middle: the replacement
unit- Piezo sensor. Right:
Two boxes show the Lego-like
brick stacking.

•

•

mission, 5 pins wire is for voltage and USB standard B type cable is for serial communication.
Data transmission between devices follows the
8N1 serial signal protocol.
Simple setting GUI. An extra software framework
is in charge of advance regulation for data mapping or switching of the output functions.
Ease of integration with existing applications.
The interfacial software was developed in OpenFrameworks, a C++ library for interactive design,
and communication message between objects
are broadcasted using OSC protocol and via UDP
socket, so that other software tools may take advantage of it, such as Flash or Max/MSP.

Example of Use
We tested the effectiveness of our toolkit by making
it available to a group of interactive designers and
researchers. In addition to the intention of rapid prototyping of interactive systems, the concept of Elastic-Room also enables exploration of various aspects
and possibilities of the physical interaction. Outlined
below are three examples using the components
and interaction control processes to create different
smart environment.
• HomePub: it is an interactive table in which we
use a wineglass as the controller (Figure 8.a).
We use the interconnected in-directly control
process to design this system. There are three
parts of interactive components: (1) LED matrix, (2) reed switch matrix, and (3) computer
server. Figure 8.b shows the system architecture.
When user put the wineglass on the table, the
Figure 8
(a) The wineglass is a physical device with natural input.
(b) System architecture of
HomePub
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Figure 9
(a) The 5x8 multiple output
matrix board and interactive
wall with high-power LED
lights. (b) The remote light
control module.

•

reed switch matrix read its position and the LED
matrix displays a cup mark and then computer
server projects additional information on the
tabletop surface.
ihome: This example is a prototype of an experimental space with several intelligent devices in
it. We present two ubiquitous adaptive in-directly controlling devices: (1) interactive wall, and
(2) remote light control. The interactive wall is
an extended instance of the reusable cube. We
use the 5x8 multiple output matrix controlling
device and plug each output port to a 3x3 highpower LED matrix (Figure 9.a). The remote light
control is a relay switch component connected
to a general lamp (Figure 9.b). We program a
specific Ajax web page for taking control from a
handset, like iPhone, and recording the information into a database. Then we use the software
interface to convert messages received from the
socket port into serial message to control this
component.

Conclusion
Much will be gained in convenience when all objects
around us equip with some intelligence and computing power. To make such a smart environment really useful beyond the laboratory, there are still many
challenges to overcome. This paper presents a toolkit for interactive design for smart environment, in

which five types of reusable objects were introduced
in order for rapid development and flexible modification of the system. Even though there are still
many ways to improve the system, such as reducing
the size of the components, facilitating better GUI
design…etc, the initial achievements and examples
of this research already show great potentials in design and exploration of said system. We are currently
building different kinds of intelligent objects with
this toolkit and hope to make this toolkit more powerful and convenient.
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